
Heart of Stone Bracelet 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
01 Bead Gallery® faceted black obsidian stone round 20mm beads 
 (21109) 
03 Bead Gallery® amazonite stone wavy diamond 25mm beads 
  (21112) 
01 Bead Gallery® carved black obsidian stone oval 17x25mm beads 
 (21110) 
01 Bead Gallery® green dyed agate and black stone cut rectangle  
 25x32mm beads (21120) 
01 Bead Gallery® multi dyed agate stone rondell 7x16mm beads 
  (21118) 
02 Bead Gallery® crystal quartz stone faceted heart 25mm beads 
  (21121) 
01 Bead Gallery® black small tassel 13x20mm (14669) 
02 Bead Gallery® glass beads faceted round black (11806) 
05 silver tone head pin (12959) 
06 silver tone eye pins (12957) 
07 silver tone 4mm jump ring (12960) 
01 silver tone 8mm jump ring (12963) 
01 silver tone lobster clasp medium 
 
Tools: 
Beadalon classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 
Beadalon slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Beadalon 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
 
Time: Less than 30 minutes 
 
Level Of Difficulty: Beginner 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Using eye pin, string faceted obsidian 20mm and 
form a simple loop.  

2. Using eye pin, string amazonite wavy and form a 
simple loop. Repeat 2 times. 

3. Connect loop 1 to loops from step 2. 
4. Using eye pin, string agate rectangle and form a 

simple loop.  
5. Connect loop from step 4 to end of amazonite wavy 

loop. 
6. Using eye pin, string agate oval and form a simple 

loop. 
7. Connect loop from step 6 to end of bracelet. 



8. Using a 4mm jump ring, attach 8mm jump ring to end 
of bracelet. 

9. Using a 4mm jump ring, attach lobster clasp to other 
side of bracelet. 

10. Using 4mm jump ring, attach tassel to 4mm jump ring 
by clasp. 

11. Using head pin, string agate rondelle and form a 
simple loop. 

12. Using 4mm jump ring, attach agate dangle to 4mm 
jump ring by clasp. 

13. Using head pin, string black glass and form a simple 
loop. Repeat 1 time. 

14. Using 4mm jump ring, attach black glass dangles to 
8mm jump ring. 

15. Using head pin, string quartz heart and form a simple 
loop. 

16. Using 4mm jump ring, attach heart dangle to 8mm 
jump ring. 


